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What is Speaker Diarization  ?

• Refers to the problem of attributing relative
speaker identities without any prior
information about speakers or the nature of
speech.

• “Who spoke when ?”

• Unsupervised learning task.



A General Strategy
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Crucial step in determining
diarization performance

• Success of diarization largely relies upon the choice of an appropriate
distance metric for clustering classes as well as upon the speaker
segment representations.

• How to choose an effective distance metric ? Do we need better speaker
representations to improve performance ?



Choosing a Metric

• Can we instead ‘learn’ a metric from the data representations ?

• Will the learned metric be generalizable ?
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• Based on a pre-defined statistical 
metric to compare observations

• May not generalize well to all types 
of data

• Assumes a single manifold for the 
entire data

• Statistical features may not cover all 
possible temporal relations



The answer is YES
• State-of-the-art, deep neural network architectures have opened

new doors for semantic inferencing.

Underlying Assumption

Deep learning models such as convolutional, recurrent and attention
networks provide useful representations of data that can be used to
distinguish between the different available classes.

• Inspired by the success of similarity learning in computer vision
applications, recent efforts formulate the diarization problem as deep
metric learning



What is Metric Learning ?

• Goal of Metric Learning Learn to map similar samples close together
and dissimilar samples far apart as measured by the learned metric.

• Use the learned metric to separate different classes on unseen data.
• Metric learning is based on supervisory constraints with a loss function

to optimize the learned representations/embeddings.

Before Metric Learning After Metric Learning



Metric Learning ?
• Generalize well to low-dimensional latent features

generated by deep networks from high dimensional input
data.

• In metric learning, a loss function over the metric induced by
the latent embeddings is used to train the network to separate
similar and dissimilar examples.

• What are the losses ? What constraints do they induce upon the
embeddings ?



Triplet Loss
• Input to the model:

• 3 samples 𝑥", 𝑥$ and 𝑥%
• 𝑥" denotes an anchor, 𝑥$ denotes a positive sample from the same class as
𝑥", and 𝑥% denotes a negative sample from a different class. It is given by

• Pulls similar embeddings close and pushes dissimilar embeddings
away by a local margin w.r.t the anchor.

Euclidean distance



Quadruplet Loss
• Input to the model:

• 4 samples 𝑥", 𝑥$, 𝑥%and 𝑥&
• 𝑥" : anchor, 𝑥$ : positive sample ,𝑥% : negative sample and 𝑥& denotes a

negative example not belonging to either class

• Quadruplet Loss = Triplet Loss + auxiliary term

• Auxiliary term controls the ‘inter and intra’ class variances



Are all samples needed to compute loss ?
• Not completely !

• What if we sample ONLY
• Easy Negatives (or)
• Hard Negatives

• Batch-all strategy ~ O(N3)/O(N4)

• How to choose ? Sampling Matters !
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Sampling Strategies
• Random Sampling:

• The negative samples are chosen at random for a given anchor and positive
pair.

• Semi-hard Sampling:
• Sets of embeddings that satisfy 𝐷"$) ≤ 𝐷"%) ≤ 𝐷"$) + 𝛼 are chosen to compute

the triplet or quadruplet loss.

• Inverse Distance Weighted Sampling:
• Embeddings are chosen based upon a constructed discrete log probability

measure based on the inverse distances to the anchor.

• Reduces sampling bias, model is more exposed to boundary classes.



Do we need more to improve metric learning ?
• YES.

• Will a fixed margin of separation
between classes help ?

• Do we need a variable margin based
upon the input batch ?
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Choice of Margin
• Fixed Margin:
Pre-defined values 𝛼 = 0.8 (𝛼1 = 0.8 and 𝛼) = 0.4)

• Adaptive Margin:
Difference between the mean anchor-negative distance, 𝜇"%,
and the mean anchor-positive distance, 𝜇"$, within every mini-
batch processed by the network.



Variable parts of the Metric Learning Pipeline

1. Triplet Loss
2. Quadruplet Loss

1. Distance-Weighted
Sampling

2. Semi-Hard Sampling
3. Random Sampling

1. Fixed Margin
2. Adaptive Margin

Metric Learning Pipeline
‘D’ Dimensional Embeddings in 
Latent Space



Other factors that can affect performance ?
• Increase in the number of

speakers ?

• Language of speech.

Wait, I am 
trying to 
diarize. 
Aargh! 



Importance of this study
• Existing work focus on choosing the right sequence model

architecture while adopting off the shelf metric learning solutions.

• The impact of different components in the metric learning pipeline
namely the loss function, negative sampling strategy and margin
of separation have not been well investigated.

• A fine-grained evaluation of generalization to different language
speakers and variations in the number of speakers.



System Overview



System Overview
• Preprocessing:

• Segmentation followed by MFCC feature extraction.

• Architecture:
• Deep Attention Models are used to learn speaker embeddings from MFCC features, using a

metric learning objective.
• We use a popular implementation of attention models, Transformer [18], which employs the

scalar dot-product attention mechanism.

• Clustering:
• Embeddings are initially clustered using x-means followed by k-means clustering for better.

• Diarization Error Rate (DER):
• DER collectively considers false alarms, missed detections and confusion errors.



Experiments
• Training:
All variants of the metric learning pipeline are trained on the processed TEDLIUM corpus

• Testing:
All variants of the metric learning pipeline are tested on the CALLHOME corpus

• The CALLHOME corpus consists of 780 transcribed, conversation speech recordings from six
different languages namely Arabic, Chinese, English, German, Spanish and Japanese,
containing 2 to 7 speakers.

• Evaluation Metric:
Diarization Error Rate (DER) %



Results



Some observations 
• Triplet and quadruplet losses are clearly effective.

• Random sampling ~ Performance is sub-optimal.
• Distance weighted negative sampling improves performance

significantly in all cases.
• Semi-hard negative mining was useful only with the triplet loss but

performance < distance weighted sampling.

• Adaptive margin ~ Not much improvements to the performance,
except for random sampling.



Fine grained evaluation



Some more observations
• DERs for English conversations are relatively lower than other

languages The network was trained on an English language
corpus.

• The DER increases substantially for all the architectures considered as
the number of speakers in a recording increase gaps in the
current state of the art of generalizing a distance metric to unseen
scenarios. (Future Work)



Summary
qWe infer that the choice of the metric learning pipeline has a crucial role in

diarization performance with unseen datasets.

qWe identify configurations that produce state-of-the-art results and provide
recommendations.

qHowever, we notice significant performance variability across speakers from
different languages, and that the performance of diarization systems quickly
degrades with increase in number of speakers per conversation.

qAs future work, we plan to use a GAN based approach to better model out-off
domain examples to improve diarization performance.
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